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Wavelength tuning of the spirally drawn
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the perspectives for sensing applications
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Abstract: Facile and cost-efficient microcavities, as well as the tuning of the optical modes,
especially for the application of top-grade optical devices, have been emerging as attractive
research fields. In this work, controllable fabrication of the microfiber laser arrays in polymer
matrix is achieved by employing the advanced spiral drawing technique. Besides the highquality whispering gallery mode (WGM) lasing, wavelength tuning is also realized by
applying external forces on the polymer matrix, which induce slightly enlarged cavity sizes.
Furthermore, the perspectives of utilizing the microfiber arrays as force and strain sensors are
discussed and demonstrated.
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1. Introduction
Optical microcavities have aroused enormous research interests in the past decades due to the
abundant applications in lasers, optoelectronics, chaos studies and quantum electrodynamics
[1–4]. Among all of the cavity geometries, the whispering gallery mode (WGM)
configuration, formed by trapping light inside the cavity via total internal reflections, are
advantageous for their high quality (Q) factor, small mode volume and large optical density,
which induce enhanced light-matter interaction [5, 6]. Meanwhile, high-Q lasers can also be
achieved by embedding active materials into the microcavities [7–9] and various practical
applications have been developed with WGM microcavities and microlasers, including add-
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drop filters, switches, memories, optical isolator, biological and chemical sensors, etc [10–
14].
The majority of the conventional microcavities can only provide stationary resonances
limited by the solid nature of the cavity materials [6], which hinders their potential in a variety
of applications. In contrast, soft-approached materials, represented by polymers, are attractive
not only because of their intrinsic flexibility and optical transparency properties, but also the
simple processing and low cost [6]. Instead of sophisticated processing procedures, the
reported polymer microspheres, hemispheres, floating quasi-disk microlasers, microfibers are
self-assembled and fabricated by straightforward techniques, such as tip-touching, direct
drawing, inject printing, etc [15–19]. These flexible WGM microcavities and microlasers with
facile tunability compensate the deficiency of the solid ones and, thus, further broaden the
practical applications in optical devices.
In general, the resonances of the WGM microcavities are ultrasensitive to the gain
material, the effective index and the cavity geometry [6]. As the modification of the gain
medium is relatively difficult after fabrication, most of the wavelength-tuning works for softapproached WGM microlasers are based on the manipulation of the cavity size or the
variation of the effective index [17, 19–23]. However, the proposed works require complex
setups such as a fluidic channel, external electromagnetic fields, or an environmentalcontrollable chamber to tune the lasing peaks, which are inconvenient for practical
applications [20, 24–26]. On the other hand, the polymer fibers, when doped with active gain
medium, are unique as they hold the potential to serve as laser sources and waveguides
simultaneously [27]. Meanwhile, the superb optical performances of the microfiber lasers
when buried inside a protection matrix [17], together with the intrinsic elasticity of the
polymer materials, ensure the microfibers to be promising candidates for facile and simple
wavelength tuning induced by cavity deformation. However, the reported manual direct
drawing technique of the polymer microfibers lacks control of both the diameter and position,
which results in a coarse resolution and obstructs the development of this competitive
configuration.
In this work, we propose and demonstrate a controllable fabrication technique of the dyedoped polymer microfiber arrays by spiral drawing method. The microfiber arrays were
buried in the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) matrix for protection and the position could be
manipulated by a microplotter with the resolution of 1µm. High-quality WGM lasing was
achieved and tuned by utilizing the elastic property of the PDMS matrix as well as the
microfiber materials. Quantitative studies reveal that the system can be utilized as a novel
approach to sense the strain or force perturbations with the sensitivity of 0.45 pm/µɛ and 5.66
nm N−1, respectively. Our work not only provides a manageable technique for polymer
microfiber array fabrication, but also gives the prospect to a highly reliable sensing system
which has the potential to be applied in multi-point ultra-small vibration detection and
structural health monitoring.
2. Spiral drawing of the microfiber lasers
The host materials for the microfiber lasers were epoxy resin and polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA). The epoxy resin is chosen due to its transparent, stable and viscous properties [7]
while the PMMA plays the role of viscosity modulation in the mixed solution [27].
Rhodamine B (RhB, 20 mg), acting as the active material in the microfiber laser, was
dissolved in dichloromethane (CH2Cl2, 5 mL, 6.4g, purity 99.76%) and then the PMMA
powder and the epoxy resin were added into the solution in sequence with the mass ratio of
mCH 2 Cl2 : mPMMA : mepoxy = 64 : 3 : 7.5 , mPMMA : mepoxy = 0.4 . Finally, half hour of ultrasonic

vibration was exploited to the mixture, which resulted in the transparent and homogeneous
host solution for the microfiber lasers.
The GIX Microplotter II from Sonoplot, INC was employed for the fabrication of the
microfibers. With micrometer-level flexible control of the motors and abundant fabrication
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techniques like inkjet printing, plotting and drawing, the microplotter has been proved to be a
powerful tool in micro-structure design and implementation, especially for the soft materials
[19, 28, 29]. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the host solution was absorbed into the hollow glass
dispenser due to the capillary effect when the tip touched the solution droplet. Then the
dispenser was lifted up for a certain height of h as shown in Fig. 1(b). Due to the viscosity and
the surface tension of the solution, a straight cylindrical line was formed between the tip of
the dispenser and the solution droplet, which formed the precursor of the microfiber array. A
rotational motor with the sample substrate fixed at the center was operated in close proximity
to the precursor with the help of the X-Y-Z stage, which is illustrated in Fig. 1(c). The glass
sample substrate (30 mm × 30 mm × 1 mm) was previously covered with uncured PDMS
elastomer (Sylgard 184 from Dow Corning), which is not only optically and chemically inert,
but also provides low refractive index and good mechanical flexibility [17]. The sample
substrate served as a spool in the fabrication process and after the motor rotating spirally, the
microfiber array was fabricated and buried in the PDMS matrix with constant spacing and
uniform diameters as shown in Fig. 1(d). Finally, the sample substrate was heated in the oven
at 50 ℃ for three hours to fully cure the PDMS matrix. After cutting the edge of the substrate
to separate the fibers buried in the polymer matrix and the ones stuck on the back of the glass,
the solidified elastic PDMS matrix, together with the microfiber array buried inside, could be
separated from the glass substrate manually.

Fig. 1. (a) Absorption of the fiber solution due to the capillary effect. (b) Formation of the
microfiber precursor by lifting up the dispenser of the microplotter with a certain height. (c)
Approaching of the spirally rotating motor with uncured on-substrate PDMS matrix at the
center. (d) Fabricated microfiber array buried in the PDMS matrix.

The position of the microfibers could be controlled by the X-Y-Z stage as well as the
rotating and advancing speed ratio of the motor as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Meanwhile,
the diameter of the microfibers in a set of array was the same as the diameter of the
cylindrical microfiber precursor, which was inversely proportional to the lift-up height of the
dispenser as plotted in Fig. 2(c). As the solutions in the droplet and the dispenser both
provided sufficient materials during the rolling process, the diameter of the precursor was
expected to be constant and therefore, the microfibers in the PDMS matrix presented uniform
size. The standard deviations for the samples measured in each lifting height are around 0.24
μm. Figure 2(d) illustrates the reproducibility of the spirally drawing technique. With the
lifting height fixed at 10 cm, the average microfiber diameters for the three independent sets
(five microfibers in each set) are 16.073 μm, 16.396 μm and 16.402 μm, respectively. It is
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important to note that the all the microfibers are measured three times from the top, middle
and bottom of the optical images to ensure the uniformity of the cylindrical samples.

Fig. 2. (a)-(b) Optical images of the fabricated microfiber arrays with different periods and
diameters. (c) The dependence of microfiber diameter on the lifting height of the dispenser. (d)
The reproducibility test of the spirally drawing technique. The lifting heights of the dispenser
for the three independent sets are all 10 cm.

3. Characterization of the WGM lasing

A micro-photoluminescence (µ-PL) system was setup to investigate the optical performances
of the microfiber lasers. The microfibers, along with the PDMS matrix, were placed on a
controllable X-Y-Z platform. The excitation source was chosen to be a 532 nm Q-switched
Nd: YAG laser with the repetition rate of 60 Hz, pulse width of 1 ns and incident angles of
45° and 90° with respect to the X-Y-Z platform and the microfibers, respectively. The
excitation beam spot was adjusted to cover only one microfiber in the matrix. Then the
emitted signal from the single microfiber laser was collected by a 50X objective (numerical
aperture = 0.42, set above the polymer matrix, see Fig. 3(a)) and recorded by a silicon chargecoupled device (CCD) through a low-loss commercial optical fiber.
Although several microfibers were burried in the same PDMS matrix, only one was
measured for optical characterization due to the consistency of the microfibers and the
recorded photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the microfiber lasers is shown in Fig. 3(b).
Lasing can be clearly observed from the appearance of the sharp peaks in spectrum. It is
known that the WGM resonances are determined by numerous factors including the cavity
radius R, refractive indices of the microcavity ( ncav ) and the surrounding ( nenv ), longitudinal
mode number m, radial mode number r, and azimuthal peak number l – m + 1 [19, 20, 30].
Due to the relatively high Q factors, the fundamental modes are much easier to be observed in
experiments than the higher order modes [6]. Thus, the characterization equation can be
simplified to:

λTM ≈

2π Rncav
1
3

2
nenv
1
m + 1.856m + ( −
)
2
2
2 ncav ncav
− nenv

.

(1)

With the cavity and PDMS matrix refractive indices of 1.47 and 1.41 [17], respectively,
the calculated fundamental TM modes match closely with the experimental results (Fig. 3(b)).
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In addition, the Q factor, which is experimentally defined as the resonant wavelength ( λ )
over the full width half maximum (FWHM), is in the order of 103 and proportional to the
diameter of the microfiber. Thus, together with the bright edges of the excited microfiber
shown in the inset of Fig. 3(b), the mechanism is confirmed to be WGM lasing. Detailed
investigation of the power-dependent experiment, which indicates the evolution from
broadband emission to lasing and the lasing threshold, can be found in our previously reported
work with the similar geometry [17]. In addition, single mode lasing was also observed in the
microfiber laser with small diameter (Fig. 3(c)) because of the relatively high cavity loss for
other resonant modes [31].

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic of the excitation and collection system. (b) Spectrum of the microfiber
under excitation and mode allocation. Inset shows the microfiber laser under excitation. (c)
Single mode lasing in the excited 12-µm microfiber.

4. Deformation-induced wavelength tuning and the sensing applications

As the PDMS matrix permits mechanical extension due to the intrinsic elastic properties, it is
possible to tune the lasing peaks via the external-force-induced deformation of the microfiber
lasers. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the PDMS matrix with the 33 μm-microfiber buried inside was
fixed on a stationary matrix holder at one end while leaving the other end moveable. Figure
4(b) illustrates that with the extension of the PDMS matrix, the lasing modes show regular
redshift. This phenomenon can be explained by the cavity-size enlargement model. By
stretching the PDMS matrix, the circular cross-section of the microfiber was deformed to
ellipse, which induced a larger WGM perimeter [15]. Thus, the new resonant condition is:
(neff + Δneff )[π 2(a 2 + b 2 )] = m(λ + Δλ ).

(2)

where neff is the effective index, a and b are the half length of the major and minor axis of the
ellipsoid cross-section, respectively. Equation (2) can be transformed to:
Δλ

λ

=

a 2 + b2
a 2 + b 2 Δn
−
+
1
.
2R2
2R2 n

(3)
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic of the force applying system. (b) Spectrum of the lasing modes with
respect to the stage movement. Redshifting can be seen clearly with the lengthening of the
matrix. (c) Enlarged spectrum in (b) with calculated forces and mode shift range.

Equation (3) illustrates that the wavelength shift is due to the change of both the cavity
circumference and the effective index. However, the two factors compete with each other as
the enlargement of the cavity size promotes redshift of the spectrum while the “dilution” of
the material under tension decreases the effective index, which results in the blueshift of the
lasing peaks [15, 17]. The experimental results shown in Fig. 4(b) indicate that the dominant
factor in this work is the change of the cavity size. Therefore, Eq. (3) can be further simplified
with the negligence of the effective index:
Δλ

a 2 + b2
(4)
− 1.
2R2
λ
With 0.12 mm elongation of the PDMS matrix, the a and b of the ellipsoid cross-section is
calculated to be 16.57 μm and 16.48 μm, respectively (The values of a and b are obtained
from the assumption that under uniform elongation, the percentage of changing is the same
for the matrix and the fiber radius). Substituting the parameters into Eq. (4) yields Δλ = 0.85
nm, which is consistent with experimental measurement in Fig. 4(c).
The tuning of the lasing peaks can be implemented in force and strain sensing. In
comparison with the rigid glassy and semiconductor materials, our soft PDMS-fiber system is
expected to possess higher sensitivity for tiny force or pressure vibrations [32], which can be
further applied in ultra-precision instrument calibration and maintenance. The forces applied
on the PDMS elastic matrix can be calculated via the linear Young's modulus model [33] (The
Young's modulus of PDMS under ambient conditions is obtained from the database of Sandia
National Laboratories) and the calculated maximum force applied in Fig. 4(c) was 0.309 N,
which resulted in a force sensitivity of 2.78 nm·N−1 and a strain sensitivity of 0.22 pm/με.
To further improve the strain and force sensitivity, we conducted size dependent and
composition ratio dependent experiments. The composition ratio refers to the
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) to epoxy resin mass ratio in the host solution of the
microfibers. As shown in the blue curve in Fig. 5, the sensitivity is proportional to the
diameter of the microfibers at consistent PMMA to epoxy resin mass ratio. This is because the
circumference change for the large-diameter microfibers is greater than the small ones under
the same fraction of elongation. As the PMMA is used as the viscosity modulator in the
microfiber solution, large PMMA to epoxy resin mass ratio will induce the high viscosity or
rigidity of the microfiber, which makes the cross-section difficult to be deformed. Hence,
sensitivity droop can be observed with the increase of the PMMA to epoxy resin mass ratio
(red curve in Fig. 5). The highest sensitivity for the microfiber laser was measured to be 0.45
pm/με (strain) and 5.66 nm·N−1 (force) with the fiber diameter of 45 μm and PMMA to epoxy
resin mass ratio of 0.4, which is similar to the previously reported spherical WGM sensors
[29, 32]. As the minimum distinguishable mode shift of the microfiber laser is determined by
the FWHM [19], the limit of detection of the 45-μm microfiber laser is calculated to be 1.76 ×
=
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10−4 ε (strain) and 0.014 N (force). It is important to note that the PMMA to epoxy resin mass
ratio cannot be further decreased because 0.4 is the minimum value to maintain the shape of a
fiber. Otherwise the microfibers will breakdown into microspheres due to the huge surface
tension of the solution [13]. Although the sensing performances are not as good as the widely
applied fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors and the passive PDMS microdroplets [22, 23, 34],
the novel approached microfiber sensors have huge space for improvement. Indeed, except for
the sensitivity, the microfiber array structure is more manageable and practical than the
reported self-assembled microbottle-force-sensors that are exposed to air contaminants [22,
23]. Further studies for increasing the force sensitivity by minimizing the width of the PDMS
matrix, improving the Q factors with more advanced fabrication technique, selecting other
elastic materials with lower refractive indices for the protection matrix, and simplifying the
excitation/collection system all advance the WGM strain sensors to be more competitive.

Fig. 5. The PMMA: Epoxy mass ratio and diameter dependence on the sensor sensitivities of
strain and force.

One of the major concerns of the dye-doped microlaser is the thermal-induced shift caused
by long-time excitation [27], which decreases the reliability of the sensing applications.
However, our design can avoid this feint shifting by alternating or scanning the microfibers
with high homogeneity in the array, which improves the sensing reliability. In addition,
comparing with conventional WGM strain sensors which are exposed and may show different
sensitivities in various working environments [32, 35], our microfiber lasers are supposed to
perform stably with constant sensitivity due to the PDMS matrix, which provides consistent
environmental refractive index to stabilize the lasing peaks. Besides, the reported wavelength
tuning of microfibers based on axial strain or refractive index modification [17, 21], together
with the theoretically unlimited WGM planes (cross-sections) of the cylindrical geometry,
enables the microfiber configuration to be utilized as multi-directional and multi-point
sensors, which is more convenient and multifunctional than the single-element-based
geometries [17].
5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have fabricated microfiber laser arrays buried in PDMS matrix by the spiral
drawing technique. The diameters and the position of the microfibers could be controlled by
adjusting appropriate parameters. High-quality WGM lasing was observed and investigated.
Meanwhile, redshift of the lasing modes under stretching forces of the PDMS matrix was
achieved and proposed as strain and force sensors with the sensitivity of 0.45 pm/ με and 5.66
nm N−1, respectively. Our work not only reveals a simple and robust setup for wavelength
tuning, but also demonstrates a novel approach for strain and force sensing. The potential to
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realize multi-point and multi-directional sensing, as well as the enhanced reliability provided
by the array structure and PDMS matrix enable the device to be promising in practical
applications.
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